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 !!! As some of you might know, I am an avid reader and used to be a reviewer at The Huffington Post. I only gave up on my position after I took a good look at myself. I was getting too much into my reviews (though I did like getting the occasional email from the editor) and it was the most draining thing I did. I started to realize that my heart didn't really want to do this, I just did it because it was
something I could do and could make me feel "important." I never thought of myself as important or a "good writer," but I had to work on that. I did find something that I truly enjoyed more, writing short fiction. I love reading and writing short stories, it's so much more fun than reading 500-700 word reviews. I started submitting short stories to various publications, had a few published, and had a few

that were rejected. I realized it was because my stories didn't "ring true" and there was no "purpose" to them. I like stories that have a beginning, middle and end, a good story has an emotional impact on the reader and a good story has purpose. My stories simply didn't do that. The "real me" is a different person than the "ideal" person I wanted to be. The "ideal me" was a writer, confident in her
ability, feeling good about herself, never embarrassed in front of anyone or anything, going after the things that she wanted in life. I'm not this person. I'm a messy, awkward, shy, struggling person, some days I even doubt my own ability to write at all. But if I am going to get anything done, I need to get past my fears and get to work. About Me I was born in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada and raised in
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